SUNFLOWER
HARVEST THE POWER OF THE SUN

CHARGE UP TO 8
HANDHELD DEVICES

DESIGNED WITH ADA
ACCESSIBLE PORT

WORKS UP TO 3
DAYS WITHOUT SUN

High Tech All Weather
Construction

Provides a Valuable
Community Service

Enjoying the great
outdoors longer.

POWER UP ON THE GO
Sun Charge Today
As mobile devices become ubiquitous;
batteries get slimmer, screens get bigger,
chips get faster and keeping your devices
charged presents a significant challenge
when outside away from an outlet.
Solar charging stations allow users to keep
their handheld devices powered, even when
electrical outlets aren’t available. Our solar
charging systems can help provide a
valuable public service to communities and
become assets in green sustainability plans.
We’ve developed a line of innovative solar
charging systems to meet real world
applications. Best of all, there's no need
for the costly installation of electrical
conduit. In fact, our chargers can be
installed the same day you take it out of the
shipping box.

Our solar powered charging stations provide
quick USB connection, reliable and 100%
green charging solutions.
Great for sports fields & spectator
events.
Offer faculty & students a way to charge
their handheld devices on campus.
Install on park trails so hikers can enjoy
the grounds longer. Campers too!
Parks & Recreation managers can offer a
valuable public service with cost effective
always on solar technology.
Place at bus stops so riders can recharge
while awaiting their next bus.
Recreation Centers can offer added
amenities to outdoor courses.
Employees can plug in their laptops
outside on company outdoor spaces.
Energize Street Festivals & outdoor
events with the Power of the Sun.

All solar benches and stations utilize
intelligent device recognition and include a
four-stage battery management controller
that ensures maximum energy absorption
and load distribution.

PUB SCS-07118

SUN RAY URBAN SOLAR BENCH
A contemporary bench with classic city
style, the Sun Ray Urban Charging Bench
keeps users connected with a sleek, low
profile solar panel. Perfect for university
campuses, trails, bus stops & parks.

SOLAR
BENCHES
SUN RAY METRO SOLAR BENCH
Inspired by Main Street USA, its design
incorporates a classic park bench profile,
but upgraded with 21st century solar
technology. Now, recharging your battery,
takes on a whole new meaning.

SUN RAY SKYLIFT SOLAR BENCH
Great alone or grouped in doubles or
quads to create smart charging lounges,
with our optional 4G LTE Wi-Fi Hotspot.
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CALL FOR A QUOTE TODAY!
Robert Sachristan
619-630-0498 Tel
Richmond Virginia
starshipfactory.com

